Now a days I look around and what do I see
I see people as young as me starting fights
Just because one decided to call someone stupid
It's not just the fights but arguings constantly
Just because a teacher told you to take a seat
Yelling at teachers like thier your equal
Was that it, did they tick you off
That you have to raise your voice
Scream and shout like a fool
Did you know violence is not just physical?
It's not just putting your hands on a person
It's also mentally and emotionally
Another thing I see is people standing around
Watching fights saying Go! Go! Go! Go!
Those people that watch are bystanders
There people that don't know how to stand up
Where are the leaders? That can say enough is enough
Because you know if that was you
You'd be the one in need
You know how we have "stop the violence events"
or how not to be a bystander
Are they just pretending they care
Because at the end of the day
They still leave out the way they came in
Don't your momma say "Treat people the way you want to be treated"
Violence is not a joke
Stay in school and don't be a fool"